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The field of gene therapy has evolved and improved so that
today the treatment of thousands of genetic diseases is now
possible. An integral aspect of the drug development process
is generating analytical methods to be used throughout clinical
and commercial manufacturing. Enumeration and identifica-
tion assays using genetic testing are critical to ensure the safety,
efficacy, and stability of many active pharmaceutical ingredi-
ents. While nucleic acid-based methods are already reliable
and rapid, there are unique biological, technological, and reg-
ulatory aspects in gene therapies that must be considered.
This review surveys aspects of method development and valida-
tion using nucleic acid-based testing of gene therapies by
focusing on adeno-associated virus (AAV) vectors and their
co-transfection factors. Key differences between quantitative
PCR and droplet digital technologies are discussed to show
how improvements can be made while still adhering to regula-
tory guidance. Example validation parameters for AAV
genome titers are described to demonstrate the scope of analyt-
ical development. Finally, several areas for improving analyt-
ical testing are presented to inspire future innovation,
including next-generation sequencing and artificial intelli-
gence. Reviewing the broad characteristics of gene therapy
assessment serves as an introduction for new researchers, while
clarifying processes for professionals already involved in phar-
maceutical manufacturing.
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INTRODUCTION
Whereas a few decades ago the development of gene therapies was
facing major difficulties because of adverse effects in early clinical tri-
als, the recent regulatory approvals of therapies like voretigene
neparvovec (Luxturna), onasemnogene abeparvovec (Zolgensma),
and delandistrogene moxeparvovec (ELEVIDYS) foreshadow the
treatments and possible cures for the estimated 5,600 diseases caused
by defective genes.1 As of April 2023, 24 gene therapies have been
approved for clinical use with almost 2,022 gene therapies in develop-
ment.2 The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) defines hu-
man gene therapy as a process to “modify or manipulate the expres-
sion of a gene or to alter the biological properties of living cells for
therapeutic use.”3 Advances in genome editing strategies and their de-
livery by vectors, especially engineered viruses, bacteria, and lipid
nanoparticles, offer precise targeting, increased efficacy, broad
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tropism, and reduced side effects.4–6 The FDA and other regulatory
agencies provide many guidance documents for the various phases
of gene therapy drug development, including good laboratory prac-
tices for pre-clinical work,7 good clinical practices used during clinical
investigations,8 and good manufacturing practices (GMP) to produce
active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) before treatment in humans
or animals.9 The FDA recommends that well-established, safe, and
effective product delivery methods as well as accurate dosage and
dose schedules are required to avoid any adverse effect in preclinical
and clinical trials of vector-based therapy.10 Previous clinical pro-
grams have shown that there is a positive correlation between the
presence of gene copy numbers and protein expression.11,12

Conversely, there are reports of treatment-emergent serious adverse
events that occur after treatment has started in gene therapy studies.13

Dose-dependent adverse effects such as hepatotoxicities, thrombotic
microangiopathies, neuropathological findings, and in some cases
death of the subject have been reported during treatment with
adeno-associated virus (AAV).14 Precise, accurate, robust, and reli-
able quantification of gene therapy preparations is important for
ensuring therapeutic efficacy and safety during preclinical, clinical,
and market use.15

One of the most common tools for testing nucleic acids is PCR. PCR-
based genetic analysis is also a core technique used to assess various
attributes of gene therapy manufacturing, since the API, vector, and
manufacturing components all commonly have genetic attributes.
Nonetheless, regulatory guidance on developing and validating
PCR-based techniques is still improving in consideration of new tech-
nologies and strategies. Many reviews propose recommendations for
criteria such as assay development and validation parameters and
these are being adopted for use in gene therapies.16,17 However, there
remain many challenges in the various aspects of gene therapy treat-
ment and vectors that will need to be considered in the context of
these recommendations. This review surveys key biological, techno-
logical, and regulatory characteristics of nucleic acid-based analytical
testing to for researchers and professionals considering future
inical Development Vol. 31 December 2023 ª 2023 The Author(s). 1
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investigational new drugs and biologics license application filings for
gene therapies. Current GMP (cGMP)methods can be defined as pro-
cedures that are developed to be fit for purpose before being validated
using the most updated regulatory guidelines to generate reliable data
about a target attribute of a specific drug in a locked-down approach.
Biological attributes of viral vectors, particularly AAVs, are described
in detail to highlight common considerations for PCR-based assay
design. The technologies involved in the manufacturing of AAV vec-
tors and genetic quality testing required during and after gene therapy
manufacturing are examined. We focus on real-time qPCR and
droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) technologies to highlight the benefits
and challenges of both platforms when used with gene therapies. In
addition to introducing key analytical technologies, specific regulato-
ry requirements to consider for gene therapy method development
are highlighted. An example cGMP quantitative assay for AAV
genome titer is described to demonstrate the scope of assay validation.
Last, considerations for future innovations in methodology and tech-
nology that have the potential to vastly improve cGMP testing are
described.

SURVEY OF ELEMENTS TO CONSIDER FOR GENE
THERAPY METHOD DEVELOPMENT
Biological characteristics of AAV that influence analytical

methods

Viral vectors are one of the most popular mechanisms for delivering
genetic information to a cell, thus providing the means to modify spe-
cific cell types transiently or permanently to express therapeutic
genes.18 The main viral vectors used currently are the adenoviruses
(AVs), retroviruses (g-retroviruses and lentiviruses), poxviruses,
AAVs, baculoviruses, and herpes simplex viruses.19,20 These viral vec-
tors are broadly categorized according to whether their genomes inte-
grate into host genome (retroviruses and lentiviruses) or persist in the
cell nucleus predominantly as extrachromosomal episomes (AAV,
AV, and herpes viruses).21 The use of recombinant AAV (rAAV)
has increasingly and systematically become an important vector for
gene therapy and will be used as the primary vector example in this
review.22,23 For disease treatment, AAVs have become popular for
therapy design because of efficiency of transgene expression, safety,
selective tropism, prolonged transgenic expression, and moderate
packaging capacity.24 They also have attributes favorable in
manufacturing, such as rapid onset of replication in industrial cell
culture, scalability, and storage stability.24,25 Although the biology, in-
teractions, and therapeutic applicability of AAVs have been exten-
sively reviewed,26,27 several factors are important to describe here
for consideration of cGMP method development.

AAVs are part of the Dependoparvovirus genus and composed of at
least 12 known naturally occurring serotypes.27 All AAV serotypes
are small, non-enveloped viruses with single-stranded DNA (ssDNA)
genomes of 4.7 kb encapsidated by an icosahedral shell.28 The AAV ge-
nomes contain two open reading frames that encode for the non-struc-
tural replication (rep) and the capsid (cap) genes regulated by three
promoters.29,30 Two flanking inverted terminal repeats (ITRs) are non-
coding, hairpin structures that provide self-priming activity for replica-
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tion and packaging.27 Because the ITRs are the only elements required
for genome packaging, the rep and cap regions of the genome can be
replaced by transgenes designed for therapeutic effects. An important
aspect of designing genetic assays for AAVs is the secondary structure
of the genome. Although their genomes are ssDNA, when delivered to
the nucleus a transgene needs to be converted to double-strandedDNA
(dsDNA).31,32 Interestingly, this process may generate a dimer ssDNA
with a hairpin in the middle of the two genome regions.31 The rAAV
genome structure is important to consider when designing molecular
methods like PCR that require dsDNA templates and particular primer
conditions to ensure efficiency, especially considering the other genetic
elements used for rAAV manufacturing.

rAAV manufacturing technologies

There are several different innovative strategies to produce rAAV by
transferring various genetic elements into eukaryotic cell lines to be
expressed and purifying the filled capsids.25,33 For example, Figure 1
illustrates a typical three-plasmid strategy for producing rAAV by
transient transfection (TT) in human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293
cells. The plasmids encode the rAAV genome as well as exogenous
sources of rep and cap to facilitate replication, capsid construction,
and genome packaging.34 Additionally, AAVs are replication defi-
cient without plasmid-encoded helper components from other vi-
ruses or even drastic environmental stress.27 Without these helper
factors, AAVs deliver their genomes into the host cell, where they
are mostly degraded after a short time, although some copies persist
long term. When all the required factors are transduced, the endoge-
nous machinery of the host cells uses the plasmids to replicate the
rAAV genome and produce viral proteins. After rAAV capsid pack-
aging, the infected host cells are lysed to release therapeutic capsids,
which then can be purified using various methods outside, which
are the scope of this review.

While transfection into HEK 293 cells is a common platform for
rAAV production, other manufacturing strategies have unique bene-
fits and challenges to be considered in analytical method develop-
ment. Baculovirus expression vector systems (BEVSs) deliver the
rep and cap functions, as well as the rAAV ITR and gene of interest
(GOI) sequences, to cells of insects such as Spodoptera frugiperda
Sf9.35 BEVS can be scaled up in larger production volumes compared
with TT; however, the components have been shown to have ques-
tionable stability.33,36 Similarly, herpes simplex virus 1-assisted vector
expression (HAVE) can be used to infect rep, cap, and helper func-
tions into cell lines without the complexity of large-scale transfec-
tion.37,38 A different strategy for rAAV production involves the stable
engineering of the rAAV genome into producer cell lines (PCLs),
such as oncogene-containing HeLa cells.39 This allows for direct
scaling and consistence performance using an AV as the helper
element.33 Recent advances in AV helper engineering have further
increased the stability of PCLs and yield of rAAV while reducing
cost and complexity from requiring multiple process components.40

Despite the production process, residual genetic elements like process
plasmids and host cell DNA in TT and helper AV particles in PCL are
er 2023
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Figure 1. Summary of rAAV production and targets

for analytical methods

The example three-phase manufacturing scheme for rAAV

shows the different plasmids that are transfected into HEK

293 cells to produce complete rAAV capsids. (Left) The

machinery of the HEK 293 cells transcribes the plasmid-

encoded genes and cofactors to replicate the rAAV

genome which are encapsidated by viral proteins. (Right)

The manufacturing process includes a lysis step that lib-

erates the encapsidated rAAV capsids, which are then

purified for therapeutic use. All nucleic-acid sources (i.e.,

rAAV, RepCap, and helper plasmids; HEK 293 genomic

dsDNA; rAAV genomic ssDNA) represent potential

targets for cGMP analytical assessment.
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impurities that could decrease efficacy, compromise product stability,
introduce toxicity, and increase a recipient’s risk for long-term health
issues.41–43 Robust testing is especially important; some cell lines used
in expression systems and PCLs cannot yet be supplied at cGMP qual-
ity levels.33 Genetic assays have already been developed to quantify re-
sidual host cell DNA like HEK 293 or HeLa cells by targeting the E1A
gene and an L1 retrotransposon, respectively.43,44 However, novel ge-
netic elements used as rep, cap, and helper functions may require
custom assay design and, since different AAVs production platforms
use various culture media, experiments should ensure non-interfer-
ence. Another major impurity occurs by recombination of rAAV
with rep, cap, and helper elements through fusions between ITRs or
when ITRs and promoter regions create replication-competent
AAV (rcAAV).34 This becomes a risk for uncontrolled replication af-
ter administration and is also critical to identify and quantify. Using
non-related viral components such as HAVE could avoid the produc-
tion of rcAAV.45 Genetic tests can also detect residual elements like
plasmids that are encapsidated or not fully removed from the matrix
of finished products. Analytical analysis to ensure safety and efficacy
is critical for the array of other viral and non-viral gene therapy vec-
tors as well. Although this review focuses on assays for AAV vectors,
all viral vectors have biological concerns that should be considered
during genetic assay development and validation.

Applying PCR-based technologies to AAV therapies

Currently, there is no standardized method for rAAV quantification
and depending on the research focus, target virus feature, research in-
terest, and monetary considerations, various analytical methods can
be used. PCR assays are generally the most utilized quantitative
Molecular Therapy: Methods & C
method for rAAV titration. PCR-based assays
are highly standardized with the ability to make
direct comparisons of different preparations in
terms of assembly or purification efficiency, as
well as experimental or therapeutic dosages.
Real-time qPCR is based on a fluorescence signal
that is emitted by DNA-intercalating dyes or flu-
orescently labeled target-specific probes that en-
ables the detection andmeasurement of products
generated in each cycle of the amplification process. The success and
usage of qPCR in the quantification of rAAVs has been due to factors
such as high sensitivity and specificity, low intra- and inter-laboratory
variability, wide range of quantification, and simplicity of its perfor-
mance. Nonetheless, various challenges remain that hinder the
robustness and precision in AAV titrations.

The major limitation associated with qPCR in AAV quantification is
DNA amplification efficiency, which can be significantly impaired by
different factors, such as poor design of primer pairs, presence of in-
hibitors, or secondary structure in the template, as noted for rcAAV
vectors.46 Additionally, qPCR requires a valid DNA standard
curve,46–48 and accurate calibration of the standard is critical for op-
timum performance and quantification. For a qPCR method, the
number of cycles before fluorescence intensity crosses the threshold
is proportional to the amount of target template added to the reaction.
As such, there needs to be a calibration curve with dilutions of sam-
ples bearing the same target region to calculate the exact copy number
of viral genomes. Often the initial target copy number of standards
needs to be established using different analytical methods beforehand.
Standards used in qPCR assays for AAV titrations are typically either
plasmid DNA, linear DNA fragments, purified viral genomes, or
actual viruses. For a standard to be considered suitable for the assay,
it needs to have certain characteristics such as resembling the second-
ary structure and stability to obtain precise and reproducible mea-
surements. Different types of amplification errors may result in over-
estimation or underestimation of rAAV samples.49 In addition,
encapsidated AAV genomes are less accessible than purified plasmid
DNA. Finally, the higher order structures in AAV genomes such as
linical Development Vol. 31 December 2023 3
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Figure 2. Example of AAV gene therapy sample preparation before PCR analysis

A production sample of rAAV would include capsids with ssDNA, empty capsids, and various residual DNA in the drug matrix. DNase treatment removes DNA in the matrix,

ensuring only encapsidated DNA is left. Diluting the sample ensures the sample will be within a method’s limit of quantification. Proteinase treatment lyses the capsids,

resulting in liberated DNA lysate. The lysate sample is then purified and quantified using qPCR or directly quantified using ddPCR. During qPCR, the fluorophores on DNA

oligos excite proportionally to the amount of DNA during thermal cycling. The sample is quantified based on when the signal crosses a base threshold. In ddPCR, the target

DNA is diluted into droplets along with the PCR reagents, which results in some droplets being positive or negative. The number of positive versus negative droplets is

quantified on a droplet detector.
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ITRs on both ends instead of the supercoiled nature of plasmids may
affect qPCR efficiency.50–52 More accurate reference standards for
qPCR assays are available, including the use of denatured AAV as a
qPCR standard and the use of live AAV as a standard.52,53

In recent years, digital PCR has emerged as a technique for the abso-
lute quantification of AAV with the most common example being
ddPCR. The commercialization of ddPCR technology became avail-
able in 2011 and is similar to qPCR in that both technologies utilize
a Taq polymerase in a standard PCR reaction to amplify a target
DNA fragment from a complex sample using specific primers and
probes.54,55 However, unlike qPCR, ddPCR has two distinct features.
First, the PCR reaction is partitioned into thousands of individual re-
action droplets prior to amplification; second, there is the acquisition
of data at reaction endpoint instead of in real-time. These two unique
features of ddPCR allows for the direct and independent quantifica-
tion of DNA without standard curves, thus providing more precise,
accurate, and reproducible data in comparison with qPCR.56

Endpoint measurement by ddPCR quantifies nucleic acids indepen-
dent of the reaction efficiency, thereby resulting in a positive-negative
4 Molecular Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 31 Decemb
call for every droplet and greater amenability to multiplexed detection
of target molecules.57 This allows for ddPCR technology to be used for
extremely low-target quantitation, which would be below the limit of
detection using qPCR.

Independent of standards, methods must distinguish vectors that are
fully packaged with the functional genome as opposed to empty or
truncated particles. The encapsulated AAV genome, rather than
AAV ssDNA that may be in the drug matrix, is the key component
of the vector that mediates the transfer of the transgene and, there-
fore, the functional effect. Sample preparation procedures including
RNase treatment, proteinase digestion, viral genome extraction, and
restriction digestion of ITR coupled with informed primer/probe
design have been developed to accurately assess the encapsidated
rAAV genomes (Figure 2).52,58,59 Testing for process impurities de-
pends on the manufacturing process. As mentioned earlier, the
various sources of rep, cap, and helper elements, as well as host cells,
represent residual elements that must be quantified. PCR-based as-
says adhere to the same general parameters no matter the genetic
target, yet careful primer and probe design is essential to prevent false
er 2023
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positives and false negatives with complex samples. Additionally, the
various culture and buffer ingredients should be considered to avoid
potential PCR inhibitors.

Regulatory guidance for developing cGMP methods

Data analysis also presents another layer of complexity by the different
sources of DNA from which the samples and standard curves are
derived.60 The publication of “TheMinimum Information for the Pub-
lication of Quantitative Real-Time PCR Experiments (MIQE)” guide-
lines and related articles have defined a rigorous methodology for
designing, performing, and reporting qPCR and ddPCR experiments
that ensures the publication of reproducible and high-quality
data.61–63 There have been numerous retractions of multiple publica-
tions that ignored the MIQE-guided protocols over the past several
years,64 which demonstrates the importance of establishing strong
method guidelines. Data analysis during cGMP testing must comply
with existing requirements for medical data security such as the Code
of Federal Regulations, Title 21, Part 11, which was issued in August
1997.65 Commonly referred to as 21 CFR Part 11, or just Part 11, the
regulation sets criteria for electronic record keeping to ensure they are
“trustworthy, reliable, and generally equivalent to paper records and
handwritten signatures executed on paper.”65 Satisfying Part 11 is a bal-
ance between data generation and control of systems, which scales in
difficulty depending on the data size and analysis complexity.

While there aremany factors for Part 11 compliance that require care-
ful consideration, several criteria are worth highlighting in this review.
First, instructions for system use and compliance should be clearly
defined by standard operating procedures and trained using a robust
learning program to ensure users are knowledgeable and accountable
prior to performing a test. Next, access to any system that generates,
manipulates, or analyzes data should be controlled to limit access
only to users who have undergone appropriate training. Access should
require a unique sign-on by the user so that each step in a test is trace-
able through audit trails and finalized by unique electronic signatures
with time stamps. Finally, raw data generated by all systems should
automatically be locked down so that an analyst cannot manipulate
or delete the records. This usually requires an information technology
(IT) strategy of automatically sweeping data to a secure repository.
Some PCR systems used in gene therapy testing are initially designed
to allow Part 11 compliance or offer specific Part 11 modules that can
be implemented in normal operating framework. Other systems that
use custom solutions require additional validation before they can
be used for cGMP-level testing. As new techniques and technologies
are developed to better evaluate therapies, strategies to remain Part
11 compliant must also be implemented. All of these considerations
are essential aspects to building robust and reliable methods for
cGMP AAV product quantitation.57

BUILDING ROBUST MOLECULAR ASSAYS TO
QUANTIFY AAV VECTORS AND RESIDUAL ELEMENTS
Recommendations for developing viral genome titer assays

Resources for general analytical test development in the United States
are provided by the United States Pharmacopeia (USP), a non-profit,
Molecular T
non-government agency that provides monographs, methods, and
standards for foods andmedicines such as gene therapies.66 Suggested
tests for identity, purity, and potency are explicitly outlined often with
specific acceptance criteria in final products. Nucleic acid-based
methods like qPCR are suggested for residual host cell DNA, viral
identification, labeled dose, and other quality metrics. Regardless of
the PCR type, general techniques used in nucleic acid-based tech-
niques, such as extraction, detection, and sequencing, are further out-
lined in additional USP chapters.67 Example genetic tests used
throughout gene therapy manufacturing and their categories are
shown in Table 1. Vector genome titer would be considered quantita-
tion of major components, which would require category I
parameters.

Analytical tests must be developed and validated based on best prac-
tices depending on the nature of the test. Quantitative assays using
PCR will require the method to demonstrate accuracy, precision,
specificity, linearity, and range, with a defined upper and lower limit
of detection for impurity testing. Method development typically as-
sesses each of these metrics to account for any biological discrepancies
that would affect test results, such as those described in the previous
sections. USP <1225> is harmonized with The International Council
for Harmonization of Technical Requirements for Pharmaceuticals
for Humans (ICH) guidance to provide a framework for qualifying
or validating methods based on test category and product maturity.67

In general, products in early phase development only require an assay
to be qualified, or shown to fulfill specific conditions.68,69 Assays for
late-phase pharmaceuticals require full validation, meaning the
method is shown to be appropriate for use of a specific purpose
through sound evidence.68,69 Table 2 shows an example validation
schedule to satisfy the different parameters required for vector
genome titer and includes suggested numbers of sample replicates
and dilutions, when to use different analysts and instruments, and
which parameters can be tested in parallel. The Global Clinical
Research Organization Council (GCC) recently published a meta-
analysis of qPCR and ddPCR guidance documents that provides
recommendation for validating methods.16 Many of the recommen-
dations are important to discuss in consideration with gene therapy
testing.

Accuracy testing is typically performed by spiking plasmids with the
transgene or GOI into genomic DNA such as sheared salmon sperm
to reduce non-specific reactions. In general, accuracy instances use at
least three dilution levels in triplicate. The percent coefficient of vari-
ation (%CV) depends on the dilution level, with lower dilutions al-
lowing for higher %CVs. Specificity is contingent on the quality of
primer/probe design and optimization, as well as the complexity of
the sample. Good practices for primer design are presented in detail
by literature and commercial suppliers.70 Importantly, oligo se-
quences used for gene therapy methods should be compared in silico
against any possible genetic elements like rep, cap, helper, and cell line
sequences, as well as other drug product (DP) in the laboratory, to
avoid cross-amplification. Negative controls are crucial to ensure
run specificity, with non-amplification being less than the limit of
herapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 31 December 2023 5
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Table 1. USP assay categories and examples for gene therapy testing

Category I

Category II

Category III Category IVQuantitative Limit test

Description

Category target
quantitation of
major components

determination of impurities
determination of performance
characteristics

identification tests

Example cGMP test
for gene therapy

rAAV genome titer residual HEK 293 by E1A
residual rcAAV
genomes

nuclease activity rAAV transgene identity

Testing required

Accuracy yes yes a yes no

Repeatability yes yes no yes no

Intermediate precision yes yes no yes no

Specificity yes yes yes yes yes

Detection limit no no yes a no

Quantitation limit no yes no a no

Linearity yes yes no yes no

Range yes yes a yes no

Robustness yes yes optional yes no

System suitability yes yes yes yes yes

Standard comparison optional optional no optional no

Solution stability optional optional optional optional optional

aMay be required.
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detection. Linearity is also a key quality metric in all qPCR methods,
since quantification relies on standard curves. The GCC recommends
an efficiency range of 90%–100% and a coefficient of determination
criterion (R2 R 0.98). In sum, all validation parameters should be
performed according to current regulatory guidelines while consid-
ering the therapy type, sample matrix, and the assay technology to
be used.
Although using plasmids to represent GOI for quantification is useful
for developingmethods, the final validations require full processing of
gene therapy DP like encapsidated rAAVs. The general workflow for
quantifying encapsidated viral vector genomes in rAAVs by PCR
methods includes four discrete steps (Figure 2).

1. Removal of non-encapsidated DNA from viral sample by DNase
treatment.

2. Serial dilution of the digested samples.
3. Lysis of the capsid by either heat induction or proteinase K diges-

tion.
4. Quantification of viral vector genomes by qPCR or ddPCR, using a

primer/probe set specific to the transgene contained in rAAV sam-
ple.

The sample is treated first with DNase I to remove non-encapsidated
DNA. Next, depending on the expected concentration of the sample, a
pre-dilution step ensures that the sample is within the method’s
detection range. ddPCR requires a certain number of negative drop-
6 Molecular Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 31 Decemb
lets for the Poisson statistics to accurately calculate starting concen-
tration, so it is critical to avoid overloading the reaction.71 After the
lysis, the DNase must be completely inactivated prior to PCR analysis
to ensure there is no degradation of newly synthesized DNA.
Commonly used methods for removal or inactivation of DNase after
digestion include are heat inactivation and proteinase K treatment.
Heat inactivation is one of the most commonmethods of DNase inac-
tivation. Although this method seems to be straightforward, the diva-
lent cations in the DNase digestion buffer can cause (chemically
induced) strand scission of RNA when heated. Extensive method
development is, thus, required to account for differences in quantifi-
cation of vector genomes caused by lysis either by heat denaturing or
proteinase K lysis. Finally, the lysate is tested with specific primers
and analyzed using qPCR or ddPCR. The presence of contaminating
genomic DNA in rAAV preparations is a frequent cause of false pos-
itives in PCR-based assays aimed at gene expression analysis. PCR
primer design can control for genomic DNA contamination by tar-
geting the intron-exon boundaries to amplify a product from contam-
inating DNA that includes the intron, making it much larger than the
expected product size and specific to the target transgene. However,
pseudogenes can produce an amplified product of the same size, so
it is essential to conduct in silico analysis with homologous genes to
ensure specificity. Specificity can be further assessed using methods
like single droplet population detection using ddPCR or amplicon
sequencing using next-generation sequencing (NGS).72,73 The result-
ing measurement is the encapsidated, viral genome titer of the target
rAAV API.
er 2023
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Table 2. Example validation plan for a qPCR or ddPCR assay of vector

genome titer

Requirements Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5

Analyst A A A A B

qPCR/ddPCR instrument A A A A B

Day A B C D E

No. of replicates of HC 3 1 1 1 – –

No. of replicates of HC 2 1 1 1 – –

No. of replicates of HC 1 1 1 1 – –

No. of replicates of
nominal concentration

1 1 1 6 6

No. of replicates of LC 1 1 1 1 – –

No. of replicates of LC 2 1 1 1 – –

No. of replicates of LC 3 1 1 1 – –

System suitability yes yes yes yes yes

Specific - non-interference no no yes no no

Linearity yes yes yes no no

Accuracy yes yes yes no no

Repeatability no no no yes no

Intermediate precision no no no yes yes

Range yes yes yes yes no

Quantitation limit yes yes yes yes no

HC, high concentration; LC, low concentration.
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Residual assay development

The removal of residual host cell proteins and residual plasmids from
drug substances is critical in manufacturing high-quality DPs.
Extremely sensitive and accurate methods for detection and quantifi-
cation are needed to accurately quantify these at low levels of detec-
tion. In developing methods to quantify residual DNAs, the matrix ef-
fect must be addressed; there may be components of the sample that
interfere with the assay results. Dilution of the sample may be neces-
sary to overcome the interference, so long as the specified DNA con-
tent of the sample remains within the useful range of the analytical
procedure. Existing residual DNA detection methods, based on
qPCR, typically rely on the extraction of the residual DNA from sam-
ples prior to residual DNA quantification to avoid interference of pro-
tein and other components. Typically, most extraction approaches
use solid-phase DNA extraction procedures based on magnetic parti-
cle or liquid phase based on sodium iodide extraction.

Methods to quantify residual elements would fall under category II
tests for impurities and require different validation parameters (Ta-
ble 1). Importantly, detection and quantitation limits must be as-
sessed depending on whether the impurities method is quantitative
or a limit test. The pre-processing and DNA purification effects on
detection and quantification limits can be assessed by control spiking
experiments. All method categories also require proper system suit-
ability parameters using various controls to distinguish between sys-
tem failures or sample irregularities. Methods to quantify residual el-
Molecular T
ements must be validated for the parameters of category II assays. The
development and validation process should be repeated for use in
each new API, even if the target residual is the same. For example,
a validated assay to target residual HEK 293 DNA in one gene therapy
requires re-validation if the method is to be used in a new therapy.
Altogether, regulations for developing robust genetic tests are avail-
able to allow researchers to apply tests for new therapies or develop
and validate new tests to improve the industry.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVING ANALYTICAL
TESTING
Reducing development efforts

The rigorous requirements of analytical method development
demonstrated throughout this review are crucial to ensuring clinical
effects in manufactured batches of therapies. There are many oppor-
tunities for improving nucleic acid-based analytical testing to increase
speed and decrease costs. The first, and most obvious, is to do less
overall work through the development of platform methods. Instead
of designing each method à la carte, a platformmethod can be used to
encompass a defined category of therapy. The example viral genome
titer above describes the quantitation of the transgene in an AAV gene
therapy DP. If a different transgene is programmed into the same vec-
tor, and the production parameters are exactly equivalent, a new
method for vector quantification and residual analysis would typically
be developed and validated ab initio. This is important to account for
unforeseen difficulties caused by the physical DNA sequence. For
instance, without evaluation, regions that are G+C rich or that have
uncharacterized repeats could interfere with the PCR reaction, either
in decreasing the efficiency or obfuscating the overall reaction. If a
qPCR or ddPCRmethod is validated to detect residual concentrations
of a specific helper plasmid, and the same plasmid is used to produce
an AAV drug substances (DSs) with different transgenes, theoreti-
cally, the same method could be used in the different DSs. The differ-
ence in transgene sequence would not likely affect the PCR efficiency
and quantitative power of the assay of the helper plasmid. Impor-
tantly, the other reagents in the manufacturing and storage buffer
would also have to be assessed for equivalency to ensure specificity
against background interference. Applying this platform approach
could decrease the overall numbers of methods and time required
for cGMP-compliant manufacturing. Moreover, as bioinformatics
improve, rapid in silico evaluation can be used to evaluate APIs for
potential sequence issues and decrease the laboratory work needed
to optimize methods.

The often-unused capability tomultiplex assays in PCR is another op-
portunity to decrease workload. For example, the potency of an rAAV
therapy is not solely dependent on the AAV titer, but also relies on the
vector genome integrity. This implies that there cannot be a full deter-
mination of the potency of an AAV therapy without accurate assess-
ment of both the titer of the viral genome and the concentration of the
infectious genomes.74 A manufactured batch may contain degraded
products, contaminant DNA, or truncated vector genomes, and it
can be challenging to differentiate between these entities and full,
functional vector genomes. This can lead to the production of
herapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 31 December 2023 7
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therapies that may not contain enough infectious genomes thus
decreasing the efficacy and effectiveness of the therapy. To overcome
this issue, there has been suggestion of the use of two-dimensional
(2D) ddPCR of fluorescein- and hexachloro-6-carboxy-fluorescien-
labeled probes targeting different positions of the same rAAV
genome.75 The 2D ddPCR was also shown to be effective in the eval-
uation of plasmid DNA impurities utilized for vector production. The
assessment of different targets using themultiplexing approach would
not replace the potency, expression, or infectious titer assays typically
used in rAAV quantification, but rather supplement safety and qual-
ity profiles of the rAAV therapies. In addition, multiplexing can iden-
tify multiple rAAV variants within a single sample when using high-
throughput methods such as NGS.76 Although promising, these
multiplexing methods have not been widely utilized in the industry
settings and further considerations and feasibility studies need to be
conducted in respect of designing an analytical method that meets
the requirements of the ICH guidelines.

Improving genetic assays for use with non-genetic elements

Non-viral-based DSs are also important options for delivering gene
therapies.5,77 Vectors based on peptides, lipids, polymers, and inor-
ganic materials expand the repertoire of tropisms for gene therapy
and offer enhanced safety and efficacy profiles compared with viruses.
A compelling example is mRNA vaccines delivered by lipid nanopar-
ticles that were critical in the response to the severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 pandemic.78 However, these vectors present
novel challenges when using PCR and other genetic assays to charac-
terize associated APIs. For example, polyethyleneimine, a biopolymer
used as a gene therapy vector,79 was shown to affect the electrostatic
relationship of PCR components and even enhance non-specific PCR
reactions.80 Many non-viral vectors require de-formulation processes
to liberate nucleic acid APIs before genetic assays can proceed and
some detergents used for de-formulation may inhibit PCR reac-
tions.81 These artificial enhancements or inhibition to PCR results
could drastically affect final measurements since raw data are usually
multiplied by several dilution factors. Therefore, APIs should be pu-
rified after de-formulation to prevent affecting downstream processes
like reverse transcription of mRNA to cDNA and PCR fidelity. Con-
ducting stringent feasibility and validation studies is required to iden-
tify and solve issues caused by non-viral vector components.

Non-genetic vectors and residual chemical elements are often charac-
terized by traditional non-genetic methods such as high-performance
liquid chromatography, capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE), andmass
spectrometry (MS). Interestingly, these methods can be leveraged to
improve the development of genetic assays like qPCR or sequencing.
An example of this is with mRNAs, which typically have a 50 cap, a 50

UTR, a coding region composed of a unique sequence for the target
disease or treatment, a 30 UTR, and a poly-adenylated (poly(A))
tail.82 Identifying the end-to-end sequence of the mRNA by a method
like DNA sequencing may be difficult since the homopolymer region
of the poly(A) tail would likely induce sequence error from polymer-
ase slippage.83 Alternatively, CGE is able to characterize the length of
mRNA poly(A) tails,84 while methods like liquid chromatography-
8 Molecular Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 31 Decemb
MS can analyze the 50 cap.85 These methods would enable researchers
to focus on streamlining the DNA sequencing method to only identify
the UTRs and coding regions, a much easier endeavor. Thus, it is
imperative for researchers to be aware of the array of genetic and
non-genetic analytical methods to form strategies for the best ways
to assess the various constituents of vectors and APIs.

NGS for gene therapy

NGS is another exciting opportunity for the improvement for cGMP
analytics. NGS refers to large-scale, rapid, and efficient DNA (or
RNA) sequencing technology. Integration of NGS into clinical drug
development has the potential to accelerate clinical trial conduct
and improve clinical patient care landscape by identifying rare dis-
eases in patients sooner using less invasive treatment options. Certain
strategies of NGS can determine the sequence of unknown samples, as
opposed to PCR which requires the target sequence to be known for
primer and probe design. So-called shotgun sequencing enables
searching for events that caused by to random recombinations,
such as the generation of rcAAVs.86 The general method to check
for rcAAV involves subsequent culturing in host cells, followed by
assessment of increasing titers using a method like ddPCR.87 This
process is time intensive, often taking several days to weeks to
generate reliable data, whereas using NGS on the entire batch would
allow rapid identification of cross-over events. Moreover, rcAAV
genome variability can be captured in individual reads using long
read sequencing.34 This avoids the targeting requirement of PCR
and provides a broad assessment of recombinant targets.

In addition to detecting unknown targets, using NGS for gene therapy
analytics is an opportunity for platform methods and multiplexing as
well. Because bulk DNA in a sample is sequenced using the same li-
brary preparation techniques, little development is needed for similar
therapies once a process is in place. In fact, robust platform processes
have already been developed to identify genetic elements like AAV ge-
nomes and associated plasmids.34,88 Multiplexing is regularly used in
NGS to take advantage of the massive sequencing output generated by
new technologies. Sample DNA libraries can be prepared using
various methods for plasmid, viral, or eukaryotic host cell procedures;
barcoded; and then run altogether in a single sequencing run. The
sequencing depth provides such a large number of reads that target
quantitation can be performed. This is commonly used to measure
other biological investigations like cancer allele measurement andmi-
crobiome analysis.89–91 Microbiome studies assessing 16S rRNA gene
sequences of microbial communities are usually presented in relative
amounts, although absolute quantitation is possible using controls
with known amounts of bacterial genomes.92 Assay development
steps outlined by USP and ICH for quantitative assays will need to
be consulted if NGS is to be used for quantitation assays for cGMP
gene therapy manufacturing.

There are other important considerations to ensure quantitative NGS
assays are compliant for pharmacogenomic use, which is being eval-
uated by the MicroArray/Sequencing Quality Control consortium at
the FDA.93 These efforts will help to identify quality metrics and
er 2023
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criteria, data analysis protocols, and other effects of NGS results.94 Per
21 CFR part 11, the massive data output from each sequencing run
must be appropriately saved and secured. Robust IT support is
required to create an automated process to sweep data directly
from the sequencer to a data repository, whether in a local mainframe
or in a cloud-based solution. Raw data must be secured against data
loss or modification, which could be an issue for experiments that
can generate terabytes of raw data.95 Another challenge is establishing
requirements for high-quality sequencing, since there is not well-pub-
lished regulatory guidance. Although tools to assess sequencing runs
are available to provide key metrics such as Phred scores, regulatory
guidance is needed for analytical testing during gene therapy
manufacturing using NGS. The last consideration for applying NGS
is the process of analyzing sequencing data, which typically requires
complex, custom bioinformatics programs for each step of data anal-
ysis. As discussed above, a cGMP test method must be secured and
standardized to remove as much variability from the procedure, so
NGS experiments for gene therapies will require robust yet regi-
mented in silico analysis procedures using programs that have sin-
gle-user logins and audit support for 21 CFR part 11 compliance.
Despite these challenges, NGS is an important technology that can
provide more rapid, deeper insights into gene therapy products
than current genetic methods.

Using artificial intelligence for GMP method development

Another exciting field with potential opportunities to improve med-
icine is the use of artificial intelligence (AI).96 Recent tools like
ChatGPT and BioGPT are a few mainstream examples of AI infused
technology.97,98 In gene therapy, AI could conduct predictions on the
complex interactions in drug performance and immune responses to
vastly improve drug discovery.99,100 AI could also assist with complex
topics like analyzing many of the genomic issues that have been dis-
cussed in this review,101,102 or more relatively simple topics like elec-
tronic documentation best practices. Indeed, AI has already been used
to assist with medical reporting for radiology and cancer.103,104 This
holds promise in analytical laboratories, where methods and proto-
cols can sometimes include dozens to hundreds of pages, which are
multiplied by each new therapy. AI can take input data to predict
text and generate functional methods very rapidly.105 AI tools for
translating languages can also be leveraged for methods shared glob-
ally to increase reproducibility between laboratories.106 Additionally,
data generated during cGMP testing of new batches and stability must
be closely reviewed and any discrepancies require quality investiga-
tions. AI tools can proofread and review analytical data to detect er-
rors and conduct investigations.107 Using AI simply for improving
document generation and review during analytical testing of gene
therapies could quickly impact the development time and quality;
however, there are several important safety and technical aspects
that remain to be solved before widespread use.

The technical and ethical challenges of implementing AI in the med-
ical field have been extensively reviewed,108,109 which include consid-
erations for application during cGMP method development. AI sys-
tems are forward thinking and only as good as the input data used
Molecular T
to train it. Massive amounts of curated data must be available to train
any AI system before it is considered reliable. The cost of generating
the datasets, training programs, reviewing output, and upkeep is a
high barrier to entry. AI systems will still likely require auditing by
specialized reviewers to ensure accountability and prevent implicit
biases that could arise from uneven data used for training.109

Throughout the process data hygiene would be paramount to ensure
patient and proprietary information remains secure. Notwith-
standing these inherent challenges, AI is an opportunity to revolu-
tionize cGMP analysis of new gene therapies in the future.

CONCLUSIONS
Experts agree that manufacturing is one of the primary bottlenecks
toward widespread application of gene therapies.110 Investigations
into the biological and molecular attributes of delivery vectors like
AAVs have allowed manufacturers to increase yields and reduce pro-
duction time. Manufacturers must also continue to ensure batches
meet quality requirements, so therapies are safe and efficient for pa-
tients. Analytical methods for new therapies must be quickly vali-
dated and implemented while accounting for the breadth of technol-
ogies used in manufacturing and remaining cost-effective. In
response, genetic assays have progressed rapidly to quantify target
therapies and residual effectors efficiently and resolutely, but there
are still many opportunities to streamline the development process.
Indeed, NGS is already becoming a popular and necessary tool to
quickly detect safety issues like replication competent AAV genomes.
In summary, researchers must ensure that the computational and reg-
ulatory underpinnings of analytical methods keep up with the rate of
wet laboratory method improvements to ensure the reliable produc-
tion of life changing gene therapies.
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